Pixntell EDU

Opening screen

Start
A NEW PROJECT

Edit
A PREVIOUS PROJECT

View & Share
A FINISHED PROJECT

Type in title.

Tap + to add images.

Choose how to get photos.

Tap next.
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Recent Photos
Photos by Date
Choose Existing Photos
Take a Photo
Add Custom Slide
Add pictures (you can choose more than one). Then choose next.

Record first slide. Don't save yet if you have more to record. Swipe to next image.

To redo, just tap record again. You'll be asked if you want to record over previous recording.
Record on all images.

Then tap the save icon.

The video generates and is also saved to photos.
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View & Share

Share video if desired or go to photos and air drop to another iPad.

Completed videos are saved in app and can be edited at a later time.

Email
Facebook
YouTube
Dropbox